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South Africa - Weather
Eastern and central South Africa will have several opportunities for erratic rainfall this week. The
frequent precipitation may often slow or delay harvesting and general fieldwork. Producers will still
have a few opportunities for harvesting between rain events, though conditions will be less than ideal.
No significant quality impacts are expected. • Eastern and central South Africa will initially see periods
of light and erratic rainfall today and Tuesday as a weak disturbance tracks over the country
o After a period of drier weather Wednesday, erratic rainfall will continue on a frequent basis later this
week and weekend o Moisture totals by next Monday morning will range from 0.75-3.00” with local
amounts of 4.00” or more in Natal and Eastern Cape
o Areas near and along the Natal coastline will also receive 4.00-8.00” of rain with local amounts over
10.00” • Western South Africa will be drier biased this week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation
• Alternating periods of light rain and sunshine are slated for eastern and central South Africa April 19
– 25
o Western South Africa will again be drier biased
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Three rounds of precipitation are expected through Apr. 22 and fieldwork will be
sluggish as temperatures will often be cool enough that drying rates are too low to allow for much
fieldwork to occur between precipitation events. The moisture will be beneficial in the driest areas
from eastern Nebraska into western Iowa, but the region would need additional precipitation to
induce a full restoration of soil moisture. Most of the precipitation should not be heavy enough to
cause lasting delays to fieldwork if warmer and drier weather were to follow. Heavy snow will fall on
east-central and northeastern North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota Tuesday into Thursday
causing travel delays and stress to livestock.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Rain will increase today and the Delta and the Southeast will see
frequent rain through Apr. 23 that will stall planting in much of the region with exceptions this week
from Georgia to southern Virginia where dry weather will be most common through Wednesday.
o Drier weather will be needed in the last week of the month to prevent planting delays from
becoming extended.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Paraguay and southern Brazil will see frequent rain through Wednesday that will result in
delays to fieldwork with some flooding and crop quality declines possible.
o A welcome period of drier weather will occur Thursday through April 22 and conditions for crop
maturation and harvesting should steadily improve with rain possibly returning Apr. 23-25. Most of
the remainder of Brazil will see more sunshine than rain through Wednesday and fieldwork should
advance before a timely increase in showers occur Thursday through Sunday and some of the topsoil
moisture is replenished.
ARGENTINA: Paraguay and southern Brazil will see frequent rain through Wednesday that will result in
delays to fieldwork with some flooding and crop quality declines possible.
o A welcome period of drier weather will occur Thursday through April 22 and conditions for crop
maturation and harvesting should steadily improve with rain possibly returning Apr. 23-25. Most of
the remainder of Brazil will see more sunshine than rain through Wednesday and fieldwork should
advance before a timely increase in showers occur Thursday through Sunday and some of the topsoil
moisture is replenished.
o Thursday through Sunday’s rain should not bring enough rain to causing lasting delays to fieldwork
which should resume when drier weather returns Apr. 18-25.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A mostly favorable weather pattern is expected through the first week of the outlook. There will be areas of rain with some pockets of heavy rain; however, the rain will be erratically distributed enough to not
have a significant impact on fieldwork advancement. Above average temperatures this week will help warm the soil. There will be some pockets that receive no meaningful moisture and will be need of more rain in the
second week.
AUSTRALIA: Drier-biased conditions in key crop areas of the east through the first seven days of the outlook will be beneficial for harvesting progress. There will be some rain; though, net drying is expected and fieldwork
will advance favorably. Rain in winter crop production areas of Western Australia will be beneficial for raising topsoil moisture.
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